
“Beware!”  
Watch that ceiling framing
Beware, even though at first glance the job appears ready for plaster linings, any framing 
discrepancies that appear in the final finish, although recognised and acknowledged (as not of 
your doing) could be deemed “your responsibility”.

A recent legal action left a respected plasterer (who 
honestly believed as we all would have, that he had done 
a good job) many thousands of dollars out of pocket. 
He seriously questions how he can be responsible for 
someone else’s work?

You heard right if a builder so wishes to exercise his 
power, discrepancies in the framework, could become 
your responsibility on completion if you do not have the 
relevant detail in a contract.

For anyone who ever thought that framing, either 
misaligned or missed altogether, is not their 
responsibility, then welcome to the real world.

The old plastering adage goes “If you touch it, you own it” 
may apply in these circumstances, so it is really important 
when you are checking over the framing. If it is not right 
then put in a notice of delay as a variation to the contract 
and put in a charge for the downtime (so you can enjoy 
fishing while someone else is paying). This will help the 
builder to be more aware in future of the background 
requirements.

Truss roofs in particular are less likely to comply with 
Australian Standards 2589 (when not battened) for framing 
tolerances or plasterboard manufacturers specifications 
for framing with regard to plasterboard support.

Do not install internal linings if the perimeter is not 
supported to accommodate the ceiling linings, as 
you will be unable to fix the sheet in accordance with 
manufacturers specifications. These photos show 
collapsed ceilings that used the cornice or timber 
moulding to hold up the internal linings and guess what?! 
If this goes to court, who do you think will be covering 
some (if not all) the costs, including removal and 
disposal of the collapsed ceiling and reinstallation and 
painting of same. 

Manufacturers specify the perimeter fixing into timber 
ceiling framing as follows:

n For a cornice finish, fasten the ends of sheets at 
300mm spacing.

n For a set angle finish (square set), fasten the ends of 
the sheets at 150mm spacing.

Traditionally, plasterers are reasonably easy-going, but 
that should not mean accepting a background that the 
Builder says, “She’ll be right mate”.

It is time to consider your liabilities and to ensure 
responsibility is allocated to the correct parties. That 
means sound contracts, disclaimers, warranties, a strong 
focus on business and management skills, job control 
and paperwork. Without these tools, even the best 
plastering skills can count for nothing.do not install internal linings if the  

perimeter is not supported to 
accommodate the ceiling linings, as 
you will be unable to fix the sheet 
in accordance with manufacturers 
specifications.

Required perimeter nogging for square set joints at 150mm

Did blowblack and poor perimeter fixing contribute to this collapse?

No perimeter fixing
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